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^^Detachable Curd Maestro Plus™

Capacity 644L

Cooling 
technology

Twin Cooling Plus, Precise 
Cooling, Power Cool & Power 
Freeze

Convenience 
features

Convertible 5-in-1
Detachable Curd Maestro Plus 
Curd & Yoghurt Maker
Up to 10% Energy savings with 
AI Energy Mode^
Samsung SmartThings App#

Rack & Shelf

644L 644L

 Image simulated. Design, Color and model as per availability.  ^By optimizing compressor speed and operation and adjusting the set of Freezer temperature. #SmartThings app available 
on Android and iOS devices. A separate Wi-Fi connectivity and a Samsung Account may be required. Depends on connectivity with compatible devices. ^^Applicable only on Digital Inverter 
Motor (DIM) on products sold from December 1, 2022.
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Curd Maestro Plus™^1

With Samsung’s detachable Curd Maestro 
Kit, enjoy homemade curd and yogurt 
anytime. Also detach it and enjoy extra 
space

Curd & Yoghurt Maker2

Enjoy delicious curd or yoghurt right at 
home with the Curd Maestro Plus™.

Twin Cooling Plus™#.4

It preserves food for longer by retaining humidity in the refrigerator compartment 
and its two independent coolers also prevent odours from mixing.

*T&C apply. Image simulated. #Result based on Samsung internal lab test conducted on model RT58K7140SL under ideal test conditions. Results may vary depending on environmental 
factors and individual use. ^Process of curd making is recommended by ICAR-National Dairy Research Institute, Karnal.

Convertible 5-in-13

Enjoy ultimate fl exible storage with 5 Smart Conversion Modes 
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*T&C apply. Image simulated. #SmartThings app available on Android and iOS devices. A separate Wi-Fi connectivity and a Samsung Account may be required. Depends on connectivity with 
compatible devices. ~Tested in 32 ℃ surrounding temperature in following settings: - setting -19 ℃ for freezer and 3 ℃ for fridge. Tested on RS76CG81** compared to conventional model 
RS82A6**  **By optimizing compressor speed and operation and adjusting the set of Freezer temperature. *** Based on comparison made with Samsung RS72** series models launched in 
2019.

Rack & Shelf™***9

Make the most of your fridge space 
with wider and fl atter, multi-functional 
Rack & Shelf™.

AI Energy Mode**6

AI Energy Mode analyses your usage patterns, 
estimates power consumption and helps you 
monitor and proactively save energy.

SmartThings App™#8

Manage, prepare and buy food more 
effectively with SmartThings app.

Power Cool/Power Freeze7

At the touch of a button, enjoy a rapid 
cooling performance both in the fridge 
and the freezer.

Precise Cooling~5

Preserve the freshness, fl avor and texture 
of food for longer with independent coolers 
in each compartment.

Built-in Look^10

Give your home a stylishly integrated and 
modern look with the Samsung Built-in Look 
which fi ts perfectly with your appliances and 
cabinetry to create a seamless kitchen interior.
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Samsung services: we’ve got you covered

Assuring a safe and hygienic experience

Extensive service network with multiple support channels

Service center touchpoints
3300+

Track your repairConvenient access

Call center facility
24 x 7

@

Click to know more

Extended warranty
A comprehensive warranty that lets you get the most out of your Samsung home 
appliances for a longer period. Samsung’s extended warranty gives you a 
seamless, stress free ownership experience. 

Extended 
warranty 

Images simulated. T&Cs applied.
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All features and specifications mentioned herein can be changed without prior notice. Log on to www.samsung.com/in for more details.

Products shown herein are for representational purpose only, actual product may vary.

Please dispose of e-waste and plastic waste responsibly. 
For more information or for e-waste pick up, 

please call 1800 40 7267864 or 1800 5 7267864.

Registered Address: Samsung India Electronic Pvt. Ltd.,
C.I.N. - U31900DL1995PTCO71387, 6th Floor, DLF Center, Sansad Marg, New Delhi - 110001.
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1800 5 7267864
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